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Abstract

Depression has increased at alarming rates in the worldwide
population. One alternative to finding depressed individuals is
using social media data to train machine learning (ML) mod-
els to identify depressed cases automatically. Previous works
have already relied on ML to solve this task with reasonably
good F-measure scores. Still, several limitations prevent the
full potential of these models. In this work, we show that the
depression identification task through social media is better
modeled as a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) problem that
can exploit the temporal dependencies between posts.

One of the most common mental disorders — depres-
sion — affects more than 300 million people across the
globe (Organization et al. 2017). The statistics, however, do
not always reflect reality per se, as many depressed individ-
uals are kept unknown. Several reasons might contribute to
this: individuals might not have the money, knowledge about
the disorder, or they may fear social stigma to look out for
help (Andrade, Alonso, and Mneimneh 2014), thus not being
accounted for the statistics, and lacking adequate treatment.

An alternative to early detection at clinical attendance is
to use ML models trained on annotated social media con-
tent to predict whether the person shows depression symp-
toms or not. Furthermore, these models can suggest which
behavior, on social media, might lead to depression that dif-
fers from previously established psychiatric criteria — typi-
cally used on clinical consultations (Association et al. 2013).
Such methodology have been proposed and explored by sev-
eral previous studies, including ours (Mann, Paes, and Mat-
sushima 2020; Reece and Danforth 2017; Shen et al. 2017;
De Choudhury et al. 2013).

In our recently published work (Mann, Paes, and Mat-
sushima 2020), we explored the role of each information
modality posted in social media (IMAGE, TEXT, or IM-
AGE+TEXT) with neural network classifiers that were fur-
ther compared to manually engineered features for the task
of detecting depression. For that study, we have created the
dataset with a sample of students’ posts on Instagram (more
information on the article (Mann, Paes, and Matsushima
2020)). We found that, in the best scenario, we can detect
depression from both IMAGE+TEXT modalities with 0.79 of
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F-measure using deep feature extractors as ELMo (Peters
et al. 2018) and ResNet34 for captions and images on In-
stagram. Although our learned model improves the perfor-
mance of previously published research, they all share some
limitations that could still hinder the full potential of the pre-
dictive model.

First, we argue that the nature of social media posts make
them to be better formulated as a Multiple Instance Learn-
ing (MIL) task, which works on a weakly supervised learn-
ing regime (Carbonneau et al. 2018). In the MIL approach,
data is arranged in sets (or bags), where instances con-
tained in the bags are the minimum unit of examples, and
the supervision is provided only for the entire set, and not
for the instances (Carbonneau et al. 2018). Usually, for so-
cial media datasets, we have the user, which could be seen
as a bag P i, with k posts (instances) on the social media
P i = {p1, ..., pk}. For our dataset, we annotate the bags P i

(users) and not its respective instances (posts).
Previously published studies on the task of detecting de-

pression using social media datasets either labeled the in-
stances by just replicating the bag label into the instances
of the bag, or by labeling posts satisfied by a string pat-
tern (Reece and Danforth 2017; Shen et al. 2017; De Choud-
hury et al. 2013). Furthermore, they predict single instances
pik, and they usually do not report the results for predicting
the bag P i, as we did in our research by averaging the neural
network output probabilities for all posts of each user, i.e.,
the user-level scores.

Another observed particularity is the lack of explain-
ability for deep learning models. Arguably, training spe-
cific models with manually engineered features allow for
straightforward mechanisms for explainability. However,
fine-tuning or domain adaptation of such models is lim-
ited compared to deep learning methodologies, particularly
with unstructured data. Furthermore, fine-tuning is crucial
for leveraging acquired knowledge to improve social media
domains with low annotated resources.

To better understand the model’s prediction, one crucial
task is to find which information it is using to make deci-
sions. By comprehending its internal choices, we become
knowledgeable of its concepts and capture bugs in the learn-
ing process. To that, one recently published paper proposed
a mechanism (called CHECKLIST) to evaluate the model’s
weaknesses and strengths by testing it against many types of
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template sentences as input (Ribeiro et al. 2020). By doing
that, they evaluate several capabilities of the model, ranging
from Named Entity Recognition (NER) to vocabulary and
robustness to noise. However, the proposed methodology is
too general and does not assess the psycholinguistics partic-
ularities of our task. Moreover, they do not compare the im-
pact of different fine-tuning strategies when confronted with
these tests. Thus, we envision developing a new suite of tests
explicitly designed to evaluate the depression detection task
alongside general purpose tests, which we call DEPRESSION
CHECKLIST.

Lastly, another observed limitation is the way that the ex-
amples are provided to the model. For the case of detecting
depression, most of the previous studies used posts pik as
the input to feed the model disregarding their temporal or-
der. However, temporal dependency between posts might be
crucial for detecting depression with social media data. Tak-
ing the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders (DSM-5) as inspiration, psychiatrists are encouraged
to reason about the last two weeks of symptoms in the pa-
tient to make the final diagnosis (Association et al. 2013).
This means that, potentially, we could enrich neural repre-
sentations by leveraging the hierarchical or sequential de-
pendency between posts in the set P i. Note that the size of
the set P i can vary a lot among users due to differences in
social media usage, and this information in itself might be
important to take into account.

Research Goals and Outcomes We intend to develop
methods to address the limitations of current methodologies
by using a Transformer architecture (Vaswani, Shazeer, and
Parmar 2017) and testing the models with the DEPRESSION
CHECKLIST suite of tests. Moreover, we aim at demonstrat-
ing that our proposed solution can be generalized to other
MIL and multimodal tasks.

By using the attention mechanism, Transformer is able
to model the dependency between elements of a set. In the
MIL setting, we can feed the model with our set of posts P i,
in which the model will find a relationship between the in-
stances pk of the bag. In that way, the initial matrices Q,K,
and V are the post representations of the bag (packed to-
gether) as in Equation 1, with dk = dim(K).

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (1)

To allow for the multimodality scenario, we can use a
deep feature extractor to retrieve each embedding and feed
the encoder with textual (or visual) embeddings, whereas
the other modality is used as input to the decoder network.
With that, we expect that the encoder-decoder attention lay-
ers learn good representations based on both hierarchical (or
sequential) dependencies and multimodality of posts at the
same time. The model jointly learns the attention between
the outputs K (keys) and V (values) of the encoder with
the output Q (query) of the previous decoder layer at the
encoder-decoder attention layer, which could be seen as a
cross-modality layer. By leveraging the power of this archi-
tecture, we can model temporal dependencies, multimodal-

ity, and extract some form of restricted explanation by us-
ing the attention scores. Note that this idea generalizes to
other MIL problems with two modalities that also benefit
from the hierarchical dependency aspect, and that we would
like to experiment with other publicly available datasets, as
in (Kruk, Lubin, and Sikka 2019).

Timetable and Expected Contributions This project in-
tends to contribute with methods to improve individuals’ so-
cial welfare by early screening of depression symptoms over
social media with AI. Potentially, the new methods devel-
oped here can also be employed to solve other problems with
similar characteristics, namely: (1) multimodal data gath-
ered from social media; (2) set of instances to compose a
single example; (3) and temporal dependency over exam-
ples. The student and the advisor have already contributed
with a first approach to partially handle those aspects with
promising results on real-world data (Mann, Paes, and Mat-
sushima 2020)1. For future directions, we expect to finish all
DEPRESSION CHECKLIST experiments and write a proper
article by February 2021. Following the paper submission,
we will start working in the Transformer network.
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